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A Call to Comfort
Karen Thompson founded Lace Silhouettes Lingerie in 1988 when she opened the flagship store in Peddler’s
Village in beautiful Bucks County. Thompson was passionate about creating an intimate apparel brand that went
beyond the average shopping experience to truly satisfy what women want: personalized, knowledgeable service,
a welcoming, comfortable environment, and affordable luxury that makes them feel beautiful and confident. She
had a vision for a store where real women would experience a truly remarkable shopping environment and where
every customer would be treated like a friend, as though they were “a guest in our home”.
This remains the core concept of Lace Silhouettes Lingerie today. At Lace Silhouettes, they believe that every
woman deserves to indulge herself regardless of age, size, or price range.
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Bra! This style is the definition of supportive and
a leader in comfort. The
best part? It will reduce
up to an inch and a half
from your bustline… just
like magic! This bra is

By Julia Klein,
Buyer
Lace Silhouettes Lingerie
If there is one thing that
we have all learned during a global pandemic it
is that comfort is key for
every woman. That’s why
Thompson and her professional bra fitters are
proud to offer one of the
leading brands in intimates, Chantelle Par-is®.
Chantelle is the epitome
of comfort, all while
maintaining the support
you need and the style
you crave.

C MAGNIFIQUE MINIMIZER

Did you gain the “Quarantine 15” too? Then try
Chantelle’s #1 bra—the C
Magnifique Minimizer

C MAGNIFIQUE WIREFREE

offered in 32-44 band
sizes and C-I cup sizes
and has proved to be a
winner among women of
all different shapes.
Chantelle’s #1 minimizer
is now available in wirefree! Wireless bras and
fuller busts do not always
agree…but now all of our
fitters agree: this bra is
a game-changer! Fullcoverage cups are lined
with a soft knit for added
comfort, and a tall, supportive knit back smooths
your silhouette. This style
will comfortably lift and
support busts with C-G
cups and 32-42 bands.
Bralettes are here to
stay. With no wire and
no hooks, there are no
worries! The Soft Stretch
bralette offers high-per-

formance elasticity that
is engineered to last. An
adaptable and easy fit
works for a variety of bust
shapes and sizes. The
padding is fused into the
fabric, so everything stays
in place with no rolling,
shifting, or adjusting. The
matching Soft Stretch
panties are a guest favorite, too. Choose from
briefs, hipsters, boy
shorts, and thongs—all

engineered with the same
high-performance fabric
that will leave absolutely
no visible panty lines!
You’ll love the rainbow
of colors offered in the
bralette and panties to
suit your every mood.

SOFT STRETCH PADDED
V-NECK BRA

Visit Lace Silhouettes
Lingerie to experience personalized, knowledgeable
service, in a welcoming,
comfortable environment.

